List of famous essay books, listed alphabetically with jacket cover images of the books when available. Information for these popular essay books is included. This list includes the best essay novels, textbooks, and stories, so use it to find books you haven't already read and add them to your reading list. A list made up of books like Me Talk Pretty One Day and A Room of One's Own. This list should answer the questions, "What are the best essay books?" and "What are the most famous essay books?" Note that some books on this list might be currently out of print, but you can purchase most of these notable essay titles on Amazon with just one click. ...more. 1. Give books away. Get books you want. Collected Essays and Poems. 2001 · 4.14·276 Ratings · 703 Pages. Robert Bly, James Hillman, and Michael Meade challenge the assumptions of our poetry-deprived society in this powerful collection of more than 400 deeply moving poems from renowned artists including Robert Frost, Emily Dickinson, Langston Hughes, Theodore. The Portable Thoreau. by Henry David Thoreau · Carl Bode. Essay - 1 (400 Words). Introduction. Books are the collection of words which form different types of stories, poems, articles on different issues, topic wise essays, helpful guidelines or many other knowledge based information related to any kind of imaginary or existing things in this world. Books are attracted by all age of people that are interested and keen in getting information or knowledge by reading books. Subcategories or genres are also defined for the books that contain drama and satire, musical and poetry, comical and fantasy, educational and guides, articles and essays, horoscope and scientific, religious and mythological and many more. Advantage of Reading Books E-books and online books. Where to find information for a book citation. Frequently asked questions about MLA style. Citing a book chapter. Use this format if the book's chapters are written by different authors, or if the book is a collection of self-contained works (such as stories, essays, poems or plays). A similar format can be used to cite images from books. If you cite several chapters from the same book, include a separate Works Cited entry for each one. Start the Works Cited entry with the author and title of the chapter, followed by the book's title, editor, publisher, and date, and Creation of literature essay requires deep evaluation of literature writings from different perspectives, taking as the example critical and philosophical ones that achieve the goal your professor asks to accomplish. Of course, there will be enough creative input from you when writing this essay too. However, the bulk of such papers relate to literary criticism, and most essay literature examples prove that. In other words, you'll have to explain to the person who is reading the essay why and how this or that piece of literature has seen the daylight. In the meantime, there is no definite answer.